
 

Status of the Ukrainian nuclear power plants and the nuclear industry 
of Ukraine 

• The NNEGC Energoatom informs that as of June 7, 2022, all four operating nuclear 

power plants in Ukraine continue to generate electricity steadily. Their total current 

capacity provides the necessary amounts of electricity for the needs of the country. 

Radiation, fire and environmental conditions at the industrial sites of nuclear power 

plants and adjacent territories have not changed and are within current standards. 

Regarding the situation at the Zaporizhzhya NPP, the Chornobyl NPP  
and other nuclear facilities of Ukraine  

Current situation on Zaporizhzhya NPP 

• The Russian military units occupy the Zaporizhzhya NPP and Energodar city since 

4 March 2022.  

• According to information received from the Zaporizhzhya NPP management ZNPP 
continues to operate in the power system of Ukraine and produces the current 
capacity of its power units, operational personnel continue monitoring the state of 
power units and ensuring their safe operation in accordance with the requirements 
of the operating procedures. 

• The Zaporizhzhya NPP management also informs: 

− the NPP operation is carried out exclusively by Zaporizhzhya NPP personnel, 

constant rotation of personnel is ensured; 

− no changes in the radiological situation at the NPP site, in the control area, 

and in the observation area have been registered. 

• According to information of the SNRIU after the seizure of the Zaporizhzhya NPP by 

Russian troops, representatives of Rosatom, in the presence of the occupying troops, 

informed the management and employees of the ZNPP about their intentions to 

include the Ukrainian NPP in the structure of the Rosatom corporation. Subsequently, 

representatives of Rosatom began to monitor the technological and management 

processes at ZNPP. Representatives of Russia strictly prohibit photo and video 

recording on the territory of ZNPP, there are threats (including the use of weapons) 

against persons who intend to do this. 

Current situation on Chornobyl NPP and in the Exclusion Zone 

• Today, on June 7, the radiation situation at the ChNPP site is without changes. The 

monitored parameters of the equipment are within the boundaries set by the 

technological regulations. Operating personnel continues to ensure nuclear and 

radiation safety. 

Information on the nuclear subcritical installation “Neutron Source” state 



 

• According to the information received from the operating organization (NRC KIPT), 

as of June 7, 2022, the situation at the Source of Neutrons remains unchanged: 

− the nuclear installation has been transferred into a deep subcritical state 

(“long-term shutdown” mode since 24 February 2022); 

− operational personnel monitor the state of the NSI “Neutron Source”; 

− off-site power supply to the NSI “Neutron Source” is absent, and due to the 

constant shelling it is not possible to restore it; 

− the on-site radiation situation is within the standard limits; 

− the personnel continue implementing measures to eliminate the consequences 

of the hostilities and maintain the operability of the nuclear installation 

equipment. 

• NRC KIPT reminds that as a result of the shelling of the NSI “Neutron Source”, the 

external power supply system, the air conditioning system of the cooling system of 

the klystron gallery of the linear electron accelerator and the building (the nuclear 

plant itself, as well as the pump room and cooling towers, the isotope laboratory) 

have already been damaged. The probability of new damage to NS  “Neutron 

Source”, which can directly affect the state of nuclear and radiation safety, remains 

high due to constant shelling by Russian troops. 

War in Ukraine 

• The one hundred and fourth (104) day of the resistance of Ukraine to the Russian 

military invasion continues. 

• General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine reports: In the Donetsk direction, in 

addition to artillery shelling, the enemy fired from planes and helicopters. The 

aggressor's main efforts were focused on the Siverodonetsk and Bakhmut areas. The 

enemy continues to storm the city of Siverodonetsk, fighting continues. Ukrainian 

soldiers inflict losses on the enemy. In the Bakhmut direction, Ukrainian troops 

successfully countered and repulsed the enemy's offensive in the directions of the 

settlements of Nahirne, Berestov, Krynychne, and Rota. 

• The threat of missile and air strikes from the territory of Belarus remains in the Volyn 

and Polissya directions. As part of the creation of the Southern Operational Command 

of belarus, it is planned to increase the number of armed forces of the Republic of 

Belarus to 80 thousand people. 

• Russia continues to keep on its territories, along the borders of Chernihiv and Sumy 

regions, units of the Armed forces for representatives of their presence. 

• Ukrainian helicopters struck at clusters of enemy forces in the Kherson region, and 

planes - at ammunition depots in the Mykolayiv ovlast. 

• Three carriers of naval-based cruise missiles of the Caliber type are ready for the use 

of missile weapons in the Black Sea. 

• Russia shelled a kindergarten in the village of Stepnohirsk today - Zaporizhia Regional 

Military Administration. 

• In Mariupol, the ruined and Russian-occupied port city in Ukraine’s southeast, fears 

of constant bombardment have given way to silent threats: bacteria-laced water and 

deadly cholera outbreaks. The city’s exiled leaders have warned about the water 

supply for weeks, and on Monday, mayoral aide Petro Andryushchenko said that 

decomposing bodies and piles of garbage are contaminating drinking sources, leaving 



 

residents vulnerable to cholera, dysentery, and other ailments. Spontaneous burials 

are still in almost every yard in Mariupol,” the city council wrote in an update on 

Telegram. “Bodies are rotting under the rubble of hundreds of high-rise buildings. 

And it literally poisons the air.” Earlier he reported that the occupiers bring potable 

water in mobile tanks, but people have to register in line to get water, once in 2 days. 

The russian occupiers are now talking about shutting the city down for quarantine. 

• Armed Forces of Ukraine received Pinzgauer Vector 6x6 military all-terrain vehicles, 

which can work both as tractors, and as medical vehicles, and as vehicles for deep 

reconnaissance, support, communications. 

• President Zelensky said that about 2.5 thousand fighters from the Azovstal plant are 

now in Russian captivity. 

• Talks with Russia possible only if there is a return to the borders by 24 February - 

Zelenskyy told. 

Sources: t.me/V_Zelenskiy_official, t.me/energoatom_ua, t.me/pravdaGerashchenko_en, 

Centre for Strategic Communication, Ministry of Defense of Ukraine, liveuamap.com  
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Lyubov is the commander of one of the units of the Anti-Aircraft Missile 
Troops of the Air Force of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. 
The woman has been serving in the Ukrainian Army since 2011. An example 
for her is her father, who served as a paratrooper. Previously, Lyubov served 
in The Special Operations Forces. Currently, she protects the airspace of 
Ukraine. 



 

Ukraine has shown extraordinary bravery. We did not surrender to Russia. We have 
stopped and are gradually pushing the army of invaders, which was recently 
considered the second strongest in the world, out of our territory. Nobody expected 
Ukrainians to have courage of this magnitude. But this magnitude is there. And this 
is the quality of our character - willingness to fight for freedom and for our values, - 
Volodymyr Zelensky 
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